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Visit : premiumdomain.space 

 

Welcome to our curated selection of premium domains, where every web address is a gateway to 

limitless possibilities. Whether you're launching a new venture, rebranding, or expanding your 

online presence, our collection of premium domains offers unparalleled value and potential. Each 

domain in our portfolio is meticulously chosen for its memorability, relevance, and branding 

potential. From catchy one-word domains to keyword-rich phrases, we have the perfect web 

address to elevate your brand and capture your audience's attention. 

Moreover, it has been observed that there are several premium domains that could be misused by 

cyber criminals. Sometime authentic owners ignore the registration of similar domain name. Our 

first preference is always authentic owners. This is premium domain parking portal that provide 

opportunity to authentic people and restricts unauthentic people.  You are requested to email us 

at info@9nftmania.com for any support/query/complaint/objection. 

Premium Domain is domain parking portal where 90+ premium and VIP domains are parked. All 

these domains are redirecting to common website https://premiumdomain.space. Each domain has 

more 50+ regular unique visitors from 60+ countries. It means 5000+ unique visitor per day from 

different countries. Using Premium Domain (PD) token, Individual or Organizations may promote 

their product and services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Token omics 

Premium domain (PD) token would allow business enterprises to promote their product and 

services. Tokenomics of PD is discussed in following table 

Name of Token Premium Domain (PD) 

Contract address 0xc2d9dec5989281bfd19bfa89645006156e6883e2 

Block chain CoreDao 

Total supply  10 Million 

Tokens For Presale 2.468Million 

Presale Rate per 1 CORE 314 PD 

Developer holding 1.5 M 

Marketing 1 M 

Liquidity pool 2.5 M 

Reserved 0.032 Million 

Locked for 3 Years 2.5 M 

Lock description https://icecreamswap.com/locks/0xc2d9Dec5989281bFD19bFA8964500

6156e6883E2 
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ROADMAP 

 

 

•Registeration of Premium domain for domain parking

•Premium domain Website development at 
https://premiumdomain.space/

•Setting sale price of parked domains

•Promotion of NFT on premium domain

Feb 2024

•Mapping registered domains to premium domain website and 
Tracking unique visitor count and page views 

•Promotion of  VIP NFT Collectionand research journal

•Premium Domain NFT creation and listing on Young parrot

•https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/launchpads/premium-domain

March 2024

•Premium domain token creation with 10 Million supply

• 25% Pre sale event at young parrot

•https://token.youngparrotnft.com/core/premium-domain#About

•Soft cap: 2000, Hardcap: 7860

•Presale price 1Core=314 PD

April 2024

•Fund raising from PresaleMay 2024

•Revenue generation model for holders by NFT selling, Stacking and 
Farming at Core dao, Arbiteriam, Axie infinity platformJune - Sep 2024

•Revenue Distribution in form of YPC token to major Premium Domain 
holders  

•Buy Back initialization
Oct - Dec 2024

•Liquidity pools for Premium Domain

•Buy Back Continued..Jan - June 2025

•Air drop of 9NM token to PD Holders

•Buy Back Continued..July-Sep 2025

•Air drop of Premium NFT to major Premium domain holders

•Buy Back Continued..Oct - Dec 2025

•Acceptance of token for promotional activity

•Metaverse project and use case of token for metaverse2026


